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We examine thermalwarmdarkmatter (WDM)models that are being probed by current constraints, and the
relationship between the particle dark matter spin and commensurate thermal history. We find significant
corrections to the linear matter power spectrum for given thermalWDMparticle masses. Two primary classes
are examined: spin-1=2 particles (e.g., thermalized sterile neutrinos, axinos) and thermal spin-3=2 particles
(e.g., gravitinos or nonsupersymmetric particles). We present new transfer function fits for thermal WDM
candidates in particle mass regimes beyond the range of previous work, and at the scales of current and
upcoming constraints. Importantly, we find that the standard, predominantly used, spin-1=2, thermal WDM
particle produces a colder transfer function than that determined in previouswork.We also analyze the entropy
requirements for theseWDMmodels to successfully produce observed dark matter densities. We explore the
early Universe physics of gravitinos as either partially thermalized or fully thermalized species, which
considerably changes the particle dark matter candidates’ thermalization history and effects on structure
formation. For the first time, we also calculate the transfer function for thermal spin-3=2 WDM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite overwhelming evidence for its existence and
detailed measurements of its abundance, the composition of
dark matter (DM) is still unknown [1,2]. Cosmological and
astrophysical methods of identification provide a testing
ground for otherwise inaccessible theories; in particular, the
velocity dispersion of dark matter is critical for determining
structure formation and the resulting matter power spec-
trum which can be measured via clustering of galaxies and
gas in the linear to mildly nonlinear regime [3,4]. While the
theory of a universe dominated by a cosmological constant
and cold dark matter (ΛCDM) is highly successful—and
hot dark matter is well ruled out—non-negligible velocity
dispersions, corresponding to keV-scale particles, represent
a viable region of parameter space that were originally
motivated to solve challenges to the ΛCDM paradigm
[5,6]. Such warm dark matter (WDM) models reduce and
eventually eliminate smaller mass halos in which galaxies
can form, and also reduce the central densities in galaxy
formation.

The decrease in power on small scales that results from a
different free-streaming length in WDM occurs at a cutoff
corresponding roughly to the scale of dwarf galaxies in the
initial work on WDM [5,7]. Above the free-streaming
scale, WDM power matches CDM predictions, producing a
targeted solution to a variety of problems arising in CDM
models. One example is the interest in a thermal WDM
particle mass scale of ∼2 keV as a solution to the central
density (“too big to fail”) problem, as well as satellite
counts, and distribution [8,9]. However, newer constraints
from galaxy counts [10–12], strong lensing [13], stellar
streams [14], and the Lyman-α forest (e.g., [15]), as well as
combinations of these constraints place lower bounds on
the thermal WDM particle mass at scales much greater than
2 keV [14,16–18]. The latest combined constraints from
strong lensing and galaxy counts place the lower limit on
thermal WDM particle masses at approximately mth >
9.8 keV (95% CL) [18]. Limits from stellar streams,
combined with galaxy counts, and lensing gives mth >
11 keV [14]. Such particles, with free-streaming scales
corresponding to≲3 × 105M⊙ are near or below the regime
of interest for directly impacting galaxy formation, at even
dwarf galaxy mass scales (∼107M⊙) [19]. Astrophysical
probes are planned to continue the exploration of the free-
streaming scale to ever-decreasing astrophysical mass
scales, which correspond to increasing particle masses
for thermal dark matter, (viz., with JWST [20,21]).
These constraints have largely considered only spin-1=2
thermal WDM.
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Since current and future constraints are approaching
increasingly small scales and higher precision and accuracy,
a new examination of the connection between the linear
structure formation in WDM models and their particle
physics models is warranted, and the goal of this work.
Specifically, what is often dubbed “thermal WDM” is
presented ambiguously in a particle-physics sense. The
earliest work by Bode et al. [5] and Pagels and Primack
[22] motivate and consider gravitino dark matter, a spin-3=2
particle, but specify their models to include a spin-1=2
particle. This has led to confusion in some parts of the
literature, and will be explained in Sec. II. While the massive
gravitino is often best considered as having two spin degrees
of freedom that are thermalized in the early Universe, other
particle DMmodels allow for full thermalization. So, we also
present the fully-thermalized spin-3=2 transfer functions.
Structure formation at small scales, k≳ 500h Mpc−1, is

also affected by new linear and nonlinear physics, at or near
the smallest scale cutoffs we consider in this paper. These
effects include the initial streaming velocity of baryons
relative to the dark matter [23], and suppression of the
baryon density fluctuations relative to dark matter even in
the linear regime, due to baryonic pressure [24]. Small-
scale structure disruption is similarly important, with a
range of halo masses between the filtering scale [25] and
Lyman-α cooling scale (virial temperature above 104 K)
[26], corresponding to star-formation-suppressed halos
with masses 0.2≲M6 ≲ 30, where M6 is halo mass in
units of 106M⊙. In this regime, higher halo densities
relative to the intergalactic medium (IGM) can trap the
ionization front, causing the gas component to explode in a
sound crossing time, leading to nonlinear structure effects
[27]. These effects would need to be included in analyses
that rely on the smallest scale linear structure that we probe
in this paper, but are beyond the scope of this work.
In the first part of this paper, we describe the particle

physics in the early Universe of a variety of thermal WDM
candidates, including gravitinos, axinos, and thermalized
sterile neutrinos; and how that early period connects to linear
growth of large to small-scale structure. We then describe
how to implement these models’ particle distributions in
modern structure formation Boltzmann plus gravity solvers.
We provide new results for the linear matter power at the
≲4% level, and new fitting function forms for thermalWDM
transfer functions, improving on previous fits. We also
provide, for the first time, transfer functions for fully-
thermalized spin-3=2 particles which diverge from partially
thermalized gravitinos at the factor of ∼2 level.

II. THERMAL WDM MODELS

A. Spin-1=2

Spin-1=2 thermal WDM is the most commonly consid-
ered WDM particle in observational studies. A variety of
WDM particle models exist which remain viable as all or

part of the dark matter. We consider here models for
thermal WDM that constitute all of the dark matter. At a
basic level, the number of spin degrees of freedom of the
dark matter particle determines its abundance or density at
its decoupling, while the change in entropy of the back-
ground plasma from decoupling until today affects the dark
matter’s dilution to its present abundance. Therefore, the
spin state of the particle impacts the matter power spectrum
which is eventually produced. One class of models consists
of spin-1=2 particles, which includes both fully-thermalized
sterile neutrinos and axinos.1

The axino (ã) is the fermionic component of the axion
supermultiplet in a supersymmetric (SUSY) model which
incorporates an axion to solve the strongCP problem [30]. In
the presence of supersymmetry breaking, the axino ceases to
be degenerate and receives a mass contribution of order

mã ≈O
�
m2

SUSY

FPQ

�
; ð1Þ

whichwas originally taken at the keV scale for the reasonable
values, at the time, of mSUSY ≈ 103 GeV and FPQ ≈
1012 GeV [30]. More detailed modern analyses also find
that a keV-scale axino is consistent with SUSY constraints
under certain accidental symmetries that forbid leading order
mass terms [31,32]. At this mass, the axino could be the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) which is stable on
cosmological scales and decouples early after a period of full
thermalization, thus beingaviableWDMcandidate.As such,
the simple arguments from linear theory presented in Sec. III
produce an accurate picture of the resultant matter power
spectrum.
Sterile neutrinos may also fully thermalize through a new

coupling, either related to the neutrino mass-generation
mechanism or not. Such a coupling can determine sterile
neutrinos’ freeze-out at early times and provides a fully
thermal sterile neutrino dark matter candidate. One devel-
oped model that can achieve this is described by Jaramillo
[33], which allows sterile neutrino thermalization from their
Yukawa coupling prior to the electroweak transition, but
suppresses the Yukawa after the transition so that the sterile
neutrino is cosmologically stable. The nature of the coupling,
freeze-out, and subsequent dilutions is not important in
determining the structure formation effects of thermal sterile
neutrino dark matter, as long as these quantities achieve the
proper dark matter density, as described in Sec. III.

B. Gravitinos and other spin-3=2 DM

In addition to the axino, another potential LSP candidate
for WDM is the gravitino. The gravitino (G̃) is the
spin-3=2 SUSY partner of the graviton. In the symmetric

1Importantly, Dodelson-Widrow [28] and Shi-Fuller [29]
sterile neutrino models are not in this class, as they never become
fully thermalized in achieving the proper dark matter density.
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supermultiplet, the gravitino is massless and thus can only
access the �3=2 helicity states. As in the case of the axino,
the gravitino can gain a mass via a super-Higgs process,
“eating” the goldstino, thus allowing the gravitino to access
its�1=2 helicity states. If the theory is constructed in order
to avoid introducing an excessive cosmological constant,
the precise mass value becomes

mG̃ ¼ κdffiffiffi
6

p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

3

r
Λ2
SS

MPl
; ð2Þ

where d is related to the SUSY-breaking scale ΛSS ¼
ffiffiffi
d

p
and κ=2 is the gravitino coupling to the conserved vector-
spinor current, which is given as κ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

8π
p

=MPl ≈ 4 ×
10−19 GeV−1 [34]. The gravitino mass is still effectively
a free parameter, as d is related to the SUSY-breaking scale;
however, because mG̃ is proportional to κ, and thus the
inverse Planck mass, its presence in the polarization tensor
allows for different interaction scales for different spin
modes. While typical keV-mass scale gravitino interactions
are weak to the point of cosmological insignificance [35],
the polarization tensor in this regime handily distinguishes
the �1=2 helicity state components. Under the restriction
of gravitino thermalization at energies significantly higher
than its mass, the polarization tensor splits to become [36]

Πμν ≈ −Pgμν þ
2

3
P
PμPν

m2
G̃

: ð3Þ

This form comprises a tangential (�3=2) and longitudinal
(�1=2) mode, respectively, where the longitudinal compo-
nent is proportional to the inverse of the gravitino mass-
squared, and thus proportional to the Planck mass-squared.
As a result, the longitudinal mode’s presence in a diagram
provides a contribution of roughly unity, and thus they are
comparatively easily thermalized in the early Universe [34].
This is the origin of the treatment of gravitino WDM as a
goldstino; under the applicable assumptions for standard
SUSY WDM, the two are effectively equivalent [37].
While these factors lead to the treatment of gravitinos as

effectively spin-1=2 particles in most cases, a fully thermal-
ized state of spin-3=2 dark matter is still of potential interest
in model building which include mechanisms for thermal-
izing the transverse states in more general models, including
those beyond supersymmetry [38,39]. Additionally, accurate
transfer functions for fully-thermalized WDM at spin-3=2,
which behave more closely to CDM and are thus more
difficult to constrain, provide a tool bywhich future precision
cosmology searches could distinguish between models.
Quantitatively, spin-3=2 states have colder transfer functions.
Defining the half-mode as the wave number, k, value at
which TXðkÞ ¼ 1=2, the half-modes of the spin-3=2 transfer
functions are at k-scales 16% to 20% larger than the
spin-1=2 case (i.e., colder).

III. THEMATTER POWER SPECTRUMANDWDM

In order to analyze the power spectra of WDM candi-
dates, it is important to accurately account for the results of
linear theory with consideration of the background entropy.
For the standard neutrino, equating the scaled total entropy
density before and after electron-positron annihilation gives
the canonical relative temperature of Tν=Tγ ¼ ð4=11Þ1=3.
For the case of a WDM particle, X, which was once in
thermal equilibrium, the relative temperature is found in a
similar way to the case of neutrinos, with an extra factor
from the dilution due background particle annihilation into
photons, electrons, positrons, and neutrinos (g� ¼ 43=4),
giving a ratio

TX

Tγ
¼

�
4

11

�
1=3

�
43=4
g�ðTDÞ

�
1=3

: ð4Þ

In order to find the spin degrees of freedom in the plasma
at decoupling, g�ðTDÞ, for a given model, one must find a
relative abundance in terms of the degrees of freedom
(DoF), gX, which can then be matched to measurements of
dark matter density. The WDM-photon ratio is a simple
product of the dilution of WDM particles relative to
photons when the original DoF convert into photons,
electrons, positrons, and neutrinos at temperature TD;
the electron-positron annihilation dilution; and the relative
DoF to photons, respectively [5],

nX
nγ

¼
�

43=4
g�ðTDÞ

��
4

11

��
gX
2

�
: ð5Þ

Once the relative abundance is found, the relation
ρ ¼ mXnX immediately gives the density as

ωX ≡ΩXh2 ¼
43

11

ζ3T3h2

π2ρcr

gX
g�ðTDÞ

mth

≈
115

g�ðTDÞ
gX
1.5

mth

keV
; ð6Þ

where ρcr is the critical density, and ζ3 is the Riemann zeta
function evaluated at 3.
With this, one can simply supply a WDM density and

find both the DoF at decoupling and the relative temper-
ature of the WDM. Table I contains example values for
fully thermalized WDM models under standard cosmo-
logical parameters as described in Sec. IV, where the WDM
particle is the entire DM. Importantly, a very large early
entropy is required for gravitino WDM to comprise all of
the dark matter. Spin-1=2 dark matter particles have similar
dilution requirements. While these values are quite large
relative to the standard model predictions at early times,
various entropy producing mechanisms may alleviate such
concerns, through many degrees of freedom in the particle
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content of the model, or via intervening phase transi-
tions [40].
Once the required relative temperature of the WDM to

the photons is known, it can be used along with an Einstein-
Boltzmann solver to find the matter power spectrum. This
power spectrum takes a form which mimics that for CDM,
only diverging at small scales with a suppression of power
[41]. In order to conveniently encode the relative spectral
form, the WDM transfer function is defined as

TXðkÞ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PðkÞΛWDM

PðkÞΛCDM

s
; ð7Þ

for the same cosmology. The function is normalized to
unity at large scales and has been historically parametrized
with the function

TXðk; α; νÞ ¼ ½1þ ðαkÞ2ν�−5=ν; ð8Þ

where α and ν are model and cosmology dependent
parameters derived from numerical calculation [5,42–44].
Once a model and cosmology are specified, the above
method provides a path to produce a relative measure of the
matter power spectrum applicable to future studies and
simulations.

IV. METHODS AND RESULTS

In order to calculate the linear density fluctuations which
give rise to the matter power spectrum, we use the CLASS

Boltzmann code [45]. The benchmark parameters for the
ΛCDM model are taken from Planck 2018 [46]. For
accuracy, we include the Planck 2018 minimal case of
one massive neutrino species with mν ¼ 0.06 eV, modeled
as a non-CDM (NCDM) dark matter component in CLASS.
Specifically, we adopt the cosmological parameters that are
the best estimate parameters from the TT;TE;EEþ
lowEþ lensing column in Table 2 of Ref. [46], and we
provide a fitting formula below for cosmological param-
eters within Planck 2018 stated 2σ uncertainties, generated
via multi-dimensional fitting to a large set of CLASS runs
with varying cosmologies. For the pure WDM models we

consider here, CDM density is replaced by WDM, which in
CLASS is handled as NCDM. To fully specify the WDM
model, we then only need to provide a particle mass and the
relative temperature, as described in Sec. III and given in
Table I. Multiple runs were performed for our highest mass
case, 100 keV, which extends to the highest wave number,
or smallest scales, where numerical effects are most
prevalent. We tested different NCDM tolerance values
ranging from 10−2 to 10−7 (specified by tol_ncdm_bg
and tol_ncdm_gauge), which minimally affected our fit
results. We adopted a value of 10−3 to optimize computa-
tional efficiency and accuracy. Gauge choice of the NCDM
made no significant differences.
For this analysis, we analyzed fully thermalized, spin-1=2

and spin-3=2 particles at masses of 2, 5, 10, 20, and 100 keV.
The resulting matter power spectra were then fit to the
transfer function using the functional form in Eq. (8), under a
specific form of α,

α ¼ a

�
mth

keV

�
b
�
ωX

0.12

�
η
�

h
0.6736

�
θ

½h−1 Mpc�: ð9Þ

We use a nonlinear, least-squares method in mass-wave
number space to fit the three free WDM-dependent param-
eters (a, b, and ν). We also included the case where the
powers in Eq. (8) are independent, i.e., adding a new
parameter, but the improvement of the fit is at the 10−4

level, much smaller than our remaining residual uncertain-
ties. The best-fit transfer-function model was then used to
find residuals with respect to CLASS as well as previous
WDM transfer-function fits.
To parametrize the dependence of our results on key

cosmological quantities, ωX and h were separately varied
for the case of spin-1=2 and spin-3=2 particles over a 5 × 5
grid defined by the �2σ error regions provided by
Aghanim et al. [46] with samples at 1σ spacing for each
mass. The results were fit to a power law in order to provide
the cosmology dependence in α using the parameters η and
θ for physical density and dimensionless Hubble depend-
ence, respectively. In order to properly treat the reliance on
cosmology, the CDM and WDM models used in the
transfer function were both simultaneously varied, which,
in the WDM case, requires the adjustment of the g�ðTDÞ
and thus relative temperature calculations as described in
Sec. III. The results were included in the functional form of
α via the parameters η and θ. To visualize the goodness of
fit in this parameter space, the value of the half-mode was
compared for each grid point in h − ωX space, with the
resulting heat maps of the fractional difference for repre-
sentative cases shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The maximum
divergence for the transfer function at the half-mode for 2σ
changes to the two fitted cosmological parameters was
below the 4% level across mass-spin space.
The results of the transfer function fits for each tested

particle mass are shown for spin-3=2 particles and for

TABLE I. Example background plasma entropy and resulting
temperatures for fully thermalized spin-1=2 and spin-3=2 WDM.
We note the clear mass-spin space relation as characterized by
Eq. (6).

Spin-1=2 Spin-3=2

m ½keV� g�ðTDÞ TX=Tγ g�ðTDÞ TX=Tγ

2 1917 0.1268 3833 0.1007
5 4792 0.09344 9583 0.07416
10 9583 0.07416 19170 0.05886
20 19170 0.05886 38330 0.04672
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spin-1=2 particles in Fig. 1. The dashed comparison curves
are taken from Viel et al. [42], which analyzed spin-1=2
particles between 0.092 keV and 1.441 keV, resulting in a
poorer fit compared to our results in this higher particle mass
regime. The residuals are plotted separately in Fig. 2 for the
spin-1=2model. The spin-3=2model fit had similar residuals
with respect to the numerical calculation.Weprovide the best
fit values for all parameters in Table II.

It can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 that even in the case of
spin-1=2 thermal WDM, our transfer function fits differ
from the previous work at all scales of wave number, k,
where the transfer function deviates from unity. Therefore,
constraints that rely the linear matter transfer function, and
are at the ≳1 keV scale, would likely need to be reeval-
uated in order to ensure an accurate inference of the proper
thermal WDM particle mass. Since nonlinear observables
nontrivially map onto the linear matter power spectrum, the
level of correction of the linear transfer function that we
present must be specifically modeled for each nonlinear
observable (cf. Ref. [47]). Though different observables
may rely on different portions of the transfer function, we
match the previous fit with our newly derived forms at
TXðkÞ ¼ 1=2 (known as the “half-mode”), a benchmark
scale for the effect of WDM often used in previous work
(cf. Ref. [18]).
In Fig. 3, we show the level of the correction on the

inferred particle mass when matching the previous fitting
form (Viel et al. [42]) and our fit at TXðkÞ ¼ 1=2, for both
spin-1=2 and spin-3=2. Current constraints on thermal
WDM focus on spin-1=2 particles. For spin-1=2 thermal
WDM, the particle-mass correction goes from 14% at
10 keV, at the range of current constraints, to 26% at
100 keV. The exact level of the correction on the observ-
able’s constraint on particle mass would depend on which

FIG. 1. The transfer functions for fully thermalized spin-1=2 (left) and spin-3=2 (right) WDM. From left to right are masses 2, 5, 10,
and 20 keV. The green data points represent the results of CLASS numerical calculation; the solid pink lines are our best fits; and the
dashed blue lines are the fits from Viel et al. [42], which are appropriate to use only for the spin-1=2 case, but we show them here for
comparison.

FIG. 2. The transfer function residuals for fully thermalized
spin-1=2 WDM. Each color represents a distinct mass value, as
shown in the legend. The circles are our fits’ residual values,
which are within 4% of the numerical calculations, and crosses
are Viel et al. [42] residual values, which are up to 16% of the
numerical calculations for the 20 keV particle mass scale. How
this maps onto an inferred particle-mass is nonlinear, and
provided in Fig. 3.

TABLE II. Parameter fit values for spin-1=2 and spin-3=2
WDM transfer functions, as described in the text.

Model a b ν θ η

Spin-1=2 0.0437 −1.188 1.049 2.012 0.2463
Spin-3=2 0.0345 −1.195 1.025 2.012 0.2463
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portion of the transfer function that the observable is most
sensitive. We encourage employment of our more accurate
functions, since they differ from the previous work at all
scales of wave number, k, where the transfer function
deviates from unity, with even a > 5% correction for spin-
1=2 10 keV transfer functions at 20% suppressions (i.e.,
TXðkÞ ¼ 0.8, see Fig. 2).
An important observation from this analysis is that the

particle mass value observed in the fully-thermalized spin-
3=2 model is linearly related to an effective spin-1=2
particle rest mass, going beyond the method of Bode et al.
[5] which limits the functional form of α to be a power law
in terms of gx. While this linear parametrization of m in
terms of gx may be useful, the limited applicability of

higher spin models led us to not further study the functional
form with CLASS runs for higher spin than 3=2. However,
this implies that any future constraints based on WDM
transfer functions may treat mass bounds as effectively
mass-spin bounds, as the two produce the same shifting
effect in the transfer function.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this Letter, we explored the early Universe physics of
spin-1=2 and spin-3=2 thermal WDM particle models,
which differ substantially. We calculate, for the first time,
the transfer functions for thermal spin-3=2 WDM.
Additionally, we calculated the cosmological dependence

FIG. 3. The thermal particle mass from our fits in relation to the previous fits for spin-1=2 (left) and spin-3=2 (right) thermal WDM.
The lower panels show the fractional change, demonstrating that the new fits lead to significantly improved mass matching as we move
to smaller scales and higher particle masses. The green line in all panels represents no change.

FIG. 4. The fractional difference between our fit and the CLASS

calculated value for the relative transfer function at the half-mode
under 1σ grid spacing over h − ωX parameter space for spin-1=2
WDM at 2 keV. The maximum fractional difference is at the 2.5%
level for this mass.

FIG. 5. The fractional difference between our fit and the CLASS

calculated value for the relative transfer function at the half-mode
under 1σ grid spacing over h − ωX parameter space for spin-3=2
WDM at 2 keV. The maximum fractional difference is at the 3%
level for this mass.
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in terms of key parameters, physical matter density and the
Hubble constant, to 4% agreement at the half-mode. We
further calculated cosmological linear structure formation
given by the matter power spectrum up to particle masses of
100 keV, a range relevant for current and forthcoming
structure formation observational sensitivities. Importantly,
our updated standard, spin-1=2, thermal WDM transfer
function is colder than that from previous work, which is
used predominantly in the literature. This deviation is
present at all wave numbers k for which the transfer
function deviates from unity. It deviates the most near
TXðkÞ ≈ 1=2, but not exactly there for all particle masses
(cf. Fig. 2). To give a sense of scale to the corrections, we
match previous forms of thermal WDM transfer functions
at a suppression scale of TXðkÞ ¼ 1=2, as used in previous
work. Employing this matching scale, our fitting forms for
the canonical spin-1=2 thermal WDM particle correct the
inferred particle mass by 14% at 10 keV and 26% at
100 keV. We also show that the corrections on the transfer
function are significant at small suppressions (at smaller k).
Therefore, we strongly encourage the use of our more
accurate thermal WDM transfer functions for constraints
that use any part of the thermal WDM transfer function.
This would be particularly important if a detection of a
thermal WDM cutoff was found, leading to an inferred
specific dark matter particle mass that could be searched for
via other methods.
Our more accurate forms are largely due to calibration at

higher thermal WDM particle masses. Previous work fit to
thermal WDM particle masses less than 1.5 keV [42],
which were the scales being probed at that time. Our
transfer-function fits match CLASS-based numerical calcu-
lations to the 4% level, providing more confidence in future
analyses’ investigations of WDM signatures and their
mapping to early Universe particle physics.
In our investigation, we calculate the entropy require-

ments for these WDM models, finding that high g� values
in the early Universe are required, up to g� ∼ 20,000, for

WDM to comprise all of the dark matter. This g� is certainly
large, but it may be provided by the particle content of the
model, or via intervening phase transitions. We specifically
explore the difference between spin-3=2 and the canonical
spin-1=2 thermal WDM thermal histories and effects on
structure formation. As discussed earlier, spin-3=2 particle
transfer functions are equivalent to a shifted spin-1=2 particle
transfer functions, via a linear relation. Therefore, future
constraints on WDM structure could be viewed as particle
mass bounds in mass-spin space. Other nonlinear and linear
effects at the smallest scales, viz. k > 500h−1 Mpc, also
modify the evolution of perturbations and halo growth, as
described above, and should be considered when structure
formation scenarios require detailed modeling of those
scales.
Our work is relevant for determinations of the lower

bounds on WDM particle masses which are approaching or
at the ∼10 keV scale, including from galaxy counts
[10–12], the Lyman-α forest [15], stellar streams [14],
and strong lensing [13], as well as combined constraints
[18]. In particular, if a WDM free-streaming scale is
inferred from observations, e.g. as weakly favored in recent
Lyman-α forest analyses [48], our work will more accu-
rately specify the particle dark matter properties involved as
well as the history of the early Universe.
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